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Abstract
In the present paper, films and nanofibers of zein and zein/tryptophan were produced by casting and eletrospinning.
The films and nanofibers were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), 
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and controlled release and digestibility tests. 
In vitro releasing of tryptophan was evaluated using a spectrophotometer UV–Vis. Interactions between tryptophan and 
zein were confirmed by thermal (TGA) and spectral (FTIR) analyses. SEM micrographs provided evidence of a smooth 
and homogeneous structure for films and nanofibers without and with tryptophan. FTIR spectroscopy indicated second-
degree intermolecular interactions between amide groups of zein and tryptophan. X-ray analysis indicated the formation 
of crystals that did not interfere with the crystallization of amino acid. By in vitro release experiments, it was possible to 
observe that the tryptophan releasing follows nearly Korsmeyer–Peppas model for the nanofibers and Peppas–Sahlin 
model for films, indicating the releasing process of the nanofibers are by diffusion of the amino acid and, for films, by 
relaxion of polymeric chain. Finally, in vitro digestibility a considerable amount of tryptophan was observed, suggesting 
more access of fishes for tryptophan.
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1 Introduction

Fish farming comprises a constantly expanding aquacul-
ture sector in Brazil [1]. Aquaculture was the most promi-
nent meat production sector between 2004 and 2014, with 
an average growth of 8%, against 4.1% for poultry farming, 
5.1% for cattle raising and 2.9% for pig farming. Tilapia, the 
main grown aquaculture species in the country, presented 
an average production increase of 14.2% per year in the 
same period [2]. Its meat characteristics and the ease of 
animal breeding, are increasingly attracting the market. 
However, the technological package for tropical fishes 
commercial production still needs adjustments, such as 

nutritional aspects of aquafeed [3]. Diets with insufficient 
protein levels can slow fish growth, compromise food 
efficiency, or mobilize protein from some tissues to main-
tain other vital functions [4]. Thereby, several studies [5, 
6] search to develop more efficient systems for making 
essential amino acids available in the diet of tropical fishes.

To meet the fish production in the country, consid-
ering the system of cultivation in cages and ponds, it is 
important that the animals receive a diet capable of meet-
ing the required nutritional requirements. The essential 
amino acid tryptophan is present in the composition 
of feed used in the manufacture of feed [7]. Knowledge 
about the stability of feed components should also be 
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considered. When in contact with water, some of these 
substances may be lost to the environment [8], making 
it impossible to ingest them. To this end, it is interesting 
to develop strategies capable of preventing or minimiz-
ing these losses arising from the lack of stability of the 
substances, ensuring that more nutrients are accessible to 
animals. Nutrient encapsulation in polymeric nanofibers 
is an effective alternative that can ensure the best use of 
these substances by fish.

The high surface area of nanofibers, when compared 
to volume and porosity, are properties that make them 
considerably attractive, especially due to their production 
from the electrospinning technique, where polymers, 
biopolymers, metals, and metal oxides can be employed 
in the process [9–14]. These nanostructures have varied 
applications, and, among them, it is possible to mention 
the controlled release systems where nanofibers can be 
used to deliver drugs, nutrients, or fertilizers. Although 
entrapment of nutraceuticals can be readily achieved by 
other methods, the repertoire of studies to encapsulate 
essential amino acids into nanostructured fish feed is very 
limited.

The development of a slow-release system can reduce 
the diffusion of amino acids to the aquatic environment 
and optimize the amount of them available to tropical fish. 
In this way, it will contribute significantly to the reduction 
of costs in the formulation of aquafeed. Also, this study 
aims to investigate the effect of the high surface area 
of biopolymeric nanofibers on the release kinetics of 
amino acids in zein matrices. In this context, the present 
work proposes to develop and characterize hydrophobic 
nanofibers and encapsulated zein films with the 
tryptophan amino acid, considered indispensable in the 
fish nutrition process. In addition to the characterization 
techniques to be employed, the nanostructures will be 
evaluated for the in vitro release profile of the amino acid 
in solutions that simulate the aquatic environment and 
the digestive system of tropical fish. This paper analyzes 
the efficiency of the encapsulation process, which will 
determine the production viability of the more efficient 
nanostructured fish feed.

2  Experimental section

2.1  Materials

Zein was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (USA), and the tryp-
tophan from Synth (Brazil). Ethanol was purchased from 
Synth (Brazil) and deionized water was used as a solvent. 
Sodium bicarbonate  (NaHCO3), sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 

and chloridric acid (HCl) and were purchased from Exodo 
(Brazil).

2.2  Solution, film, and nanofiber production

The solution of zein 30% (w/v) was dissolved in ethanol: 
distilled water at a proportion of 80:20 (v/v) under 
continuous stirring [15], for 2  h at room temperature, 
until complete dissolution of biopolymer. Tryptophan was 
added in the biopolymer solutions at the concentration 
of 0 and 30% (w/w), based on the weight of the zein. The 
solution of zein-tryptophan was left under stirring for 1 h 
at room temperature.

The films were obtained by casting technique using 
zein and zein—tryptophan solutions. The mats of zein 
were obtained by electrospinning, which set up consisted 
of a high voltage source (INSTRUM, model HIPOT 60 kV, 
5 mA), a syringe flow pump (NEW ERA PUMP SYSTEMS, 
model Syringe Pump AL1000) and a plastic syringe of the 
volume of 5 mL and 0.7 mm of diameter. The experiment 
was performed by 27 kV of voltage source with a pump 
flux of 0.08 μL min−1, with a distance between the syringe 
and the collector of 7.5 cm. The nanofibers were collected 
on sheet metal, wrapped with aluminum foil, generating 
non-woven nanofiber mats. The contact between the 
high voltage source and needle surface and the contact 
between the high voltage source and the sheet metal 
was performed through electrodes. The experimental 
apparatus was isolated inside a glass front-opening 
wooden box to maintain moisture control throughout 
the process. The experiment was conducted at room 
temperature. The nanofiber mats were then collected by 
peeling off and stored in a desiccator.

2.3  Film and nanofiber characterization

Film surface and nanofiber morphology were observed 
using LEO EVO 40 XVP (Carl Zeiss) scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) coated with gold by sputtering 
(Balzers, SCD 050). The diameter of the nanofiber was 
measured with the aid of an image analysis software 
(Image J, National Institutes of Health, USA). For each 
experiment, the average nanofiber diameter and 
distribution were determined from approximately 100 
measurements randomly taken from representative 
nanofiber morphology. The fracture surfaces (transversal 
area) obtained after immersing biopolymer film in liquid 
air (fragile fracture) were observed using LEO EVO 40 XVP 
(Carl Zeiss) scanning electron microscope (SEM) coated 
with gold by sputtering (Balzers, SCD 050) [16].

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was 
performed by Nicolet 470 Nexus FTIR spectrometer. The 
FTIR spectrometer was purged continuously with nitrogen. A 
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total of 64 scans were considered with a resolution of 2 cm−1. 
The infrared spectra were recorded in transmission mode on 
thick blow spinning samples deposited on a silicon wafer.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were generated from 
non-woven fibrous mats using a Shimadzu XRD-6000 
Diffractometer with a Ni filtered CuKα radiation (1.54 Å) at 
50 kV and 20 mA. Scans were carried out from 5° to 30° (2θ) 
at a scan rate of 2°/min. The size of the crystallites of zein was 
measured by the Scherrer equation_ENREF_15.

Thermal  analys is  was  conduc ted by the 
thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) in a Q500 TA Instruments 
under the nitrogen atmosphere, at a flow rate of 20 mL.
min−1. Samples were scanned from room temperature 
to 600 °C at a scanning rate of 10 °C/min using platinum 
crucibles.

2.4  Assessment of tryptophan in vitro release

Approximately 25  mg of zein/tryptophan films and 
nanofibers were allocated into a falcon tube with 50 ml 
of the aqueous solution with 40 mg/L of  NaHCO3 at the 
controlled temperature and pH’s (at 25 °C and pH = 5.5, 
25 °C and pH = 8.5 and 35 °C, and pH = 5.5). The amount 
of tryptophan was assessed by intermittently aliquot 
sampling (around 180 µL), taken off from falcon tube. The 
aliquots were submitted to a UV–visible spectrophotometer 
(Shimadzu, model UV-2601) around a wavelength of 280 nm. 
For all conditions, the falcon tubes were kept on shaking at 
120 rpm during the experiment. To analyze in vitro release 
kinetics of the nanofibers, a Korsmeyer–Peppas (Eq. 1) and 
Korsmeyer–Peppas with Tlag (Eq. 2) models were used:

where  Mt/M∞ is a fraction of tryptophan at time t, k is 
the release rate constant and n is the release exponent. 
The n value is used to characterize different releases for 
cylindrical shaped matrices.

Peppas–Sahlin (Eq. 3) and Peppas–Sahlin with Tlag (Eq. 4) 
models were also tested for the controlled release of films:

where  k1 and  k2 are constant and m is the Fickian diffusion 
exponent for a system of any geometric shape.
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2.5  Tests of digestibility in vitro

In vitro digestibility tests were performed based on Wang 
et al. methodology [11]. First, 20 mg of the films and of 
the nanofibers of zein/tryptophan were submitted to fish 
stomach simulation, which were placed in 40 mL of gastric 
fluid simulation (5% w/v of pepsin in 0.15 M of NaCl). The 
gastric fluid solutions were acidified until the pHs reached 
1.8, 2.5, and 3.5. The experiment was kept on shaking of 
100 rpm, during 1 h in the dark (the flasks were covered 
with aluminum paper to prevent ambient light) and at 
room temperature.

Second, 20 mg of the films and of the nanofibers of zein/
tryptophan were submitted to fish intestine simulation, 
which were placed in 40 ml of intestinal fluid simulation 
(1.5% w/v pancreatin, 0.5% w/v amylase, 0.3% w/v bile 
salts, and 0.15 M NaCl). The intestinal fluid solutions were 
acidified until reached the pHs of 4.5, 5.5 and 6.5. The 
experiment was kept on shaking of 30 rpm, during 5 h in 
the dark (the flasks were covered with aluminum paper to 
prevent ambient light) and at room temperature.

Released tryptophan in the solutions was quantified 
using a UV–Vis spectrophotometer.

3  Results and discussions

Figure 1 shows SEM images of the films and nanofibers 
of zein and zein/tryptophan (30% of amino acid). Zein 
and zein/tryptophan films have a homogeneous smooth 
surface (inset images a1 and b1) and have cross-section 
thicknesses of 0.48 mm for zein and 0.50 mm for zein/
tryptophan. The heterogeneous morphology of the film 
surface, made by cryogenic fracture, for zein/tryptophan 
film could indicate a process of phase separation.

Electrospinning nanofibers with uniform morphology 
and narrow size distribution were produced, independent 
of the precursor solution. Both nanofibers have a smooth 
surface and no presence of tryptophan crystals. This result 
suggests that amino acid was dispersed homogeneously 
in the films and nanofibers. The distribution of diameters 
for the both nanofibers is seen in Fig. 1e. The average 
diameters ranged from 676 ± 116 nm for zein nanofibers 
to about 740 ± 117 nm for zein/tryptophan nanofibers. 
The increase in the average nanofiber diameter due to 
active agents addition is similar to results found in the 
literature [17–19] and can be interpreted as a success in 
the incorporation of an essential amino acid (tryptophan) 
in the zein matrix.

FTIR spectra of zein and zein/tryptophan nanofibers 
are shown in Fig. 2, from 4000 to 400 cm−1 region. The 
films spectra show similar bands found for nanofibers. 
The assigned peaks for zein spectra agree with the bands 
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previously reported in the literature. Three characteristic 
peaks at 3307, 1650, 1538 and 1361 cm−1, for neat zein, 
correspond to the NH stretching, to amide I (C=O), amide 
II (N–H bending) and amide III (C–N), respectively [20]. For 
the sample with tryptophan the characteristic peaks are 
3402, 3037, 1589, 1411, 1357 and 1059 cm−1, that corre-
spond to N–H stretching in amines, C–H stretching in alk-
enes, N–H bending in amines, C–H bending in alkanes and 
C–N sketching in aryl amines [21].

By comparing the spectra, it can be concluded that the 
presence of tryptophan did not significantly affect the 
backbone structure of zein. However, modification in in 
the amide I and amide II are observed, which are related 

bands (1650 and 1538 cm−1) where a closer investigation 
reveals a zein/tryptophan interaction. Other studies report 
that shifts of amide I and II were associated with the 
occurrence of electrostatic interactions between proteins 
and other chemical components [19]. The relative intensity 
of amide I e amide II did not undergo a statistically 
significant change to zein/ tryptophan combination and 
can be numerically assessed as the amide I/amide II ratio 
which can be calculated as the absorbance values at 
1650/1538 cm−1. This ratio was found to be 0.925 for the 
zein, 0.967 for the zein film, 0.988 for the zein/ tryptophan 
film, 0.948 for the zein nanofiber and 0.973 for the zein/
tryptophan nanofiber. This result indicates that there 

Fig. 1  SEM images of the zein 
and zein/tryptophan films (a 
and b respectively) and the 
zein and zein/tryptophan 
nanofibers (c and d respec-
tively). Images (a) and (b) show 
film crosssections. The nanofib-
ers diameter distributions films 
are seen in e. Source: Silva et. al
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was no chemical bond formation, only second-order 
intermolecular interactions between zein and tryptophan.

Figure 3 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of the eval-
uated samples. As previously reported in the literature [22, 
23], zein nanofiber has an amorphous peak around 2θ = 9º, 
and another wide peak around 2θ = 20º. The first peak, 
the shorter peaks, represented the intra-helix average 
backbone distance (α-helix structure of pure zein), while 
broader peaks are related intra-helix packing between the 
neighboring chains [3, 24, 25] the pure zein powder exhib-
its the same trend of structure, this is evidence that zein 
nanofiber did not change its structure.

Tryptophan powder has been reported to have 
crystalline peaks around the 2θ = 9.8°, 14.7°, 19.8°, 23.0°, 
24.7°, 35.0° [26]. The current measurements reveal 
an increase in the crystallite size of tryptophan into 
zein nanofibers. These results also indicate that in the 
crystallization of zein/tryptophan nanofibers when 
produced by electrospinning, the nucleation and growth 
step is controlled by the interaction of biopolymer 
and amino acid in the blend. Although the crystalline 
percentage of the material was not influenced by the way 
zein and tryptophan were processed, as well as solvent 
extraction, it was possible to observe the formation 
of new crystalline structures not present in the other 
spectra in zein/tryptophan nanofibers when produced by 
electrospinning, possibly due to the rapid extraction of the 
solvent and the presence of the magnetic field that aligns 
the nanofibers towards them.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to deter-
mine onset degradation temperature  (Tonset) for neat zein 
nanofibers and films and zein/tryptophan nanofibers as 
shown in Fig. 4. It is observed that the difference between 
the zein/tryptophan systems releasing is basically related 
to the thermal degradation of zein occurs in 2 stages. The 
first stage, at a temperature of 30–105 °C, indicates loss 
of water and low molecular mass (plasticizers and volatile 

compounds) [27, 28]. The second stage, at a tempera-
ture of 250–450 °C is related to protein degradation. The 
changes in the protein structure, provoked by the rupture 
of low energy intermolecular bonds, can promote a reduc-
tion in the thermal stability of the protein [29, 30].

Fig. 2  Infrared spectra of zein and zein/tryptophan nanofibers from 
4000 to400 cm−1. Source: Silva et. al

Fig. 3  X ray Diffraction patterns of zein, tryptophan and zein/tryp-
tophan samples. Source: Silva et. al

Fig. 4  Thermogravimetric curves of zein and zein/tryptophan sam-
ples. Source: Silva et. al
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Based on the values obtained after the controlled 
release test in water (Fig. 5), it was observed that the zein/
tryptophan film under certain conditions did not release 
tryptophan in the first 15 min of the experiment. The zein/
tryptophan nanofibers presented a high percentage of 
released tryptophan at the beginning of the experiment 

(burst release) but presented a lower percentage at the 
end of the experiment (slow release). Initial burst release 
followed by slower release mechanism were reported 
by literature [31] for biopolymeric nanostructure matrix. 
Regarding the evaluated parameters, the increase of 
the experiment temperature also increased the amount 

Fig. 5  In Vitro release profile of 
tryptophan from zein a films 
and b nanofibers. Source: Silva 
et. al

Table 1  Parameters of 
Korsmeyer–Peppas, 
Korsmeyer–Peppas with Tlag, 
Peppas–Sahlin and Peppas–
Sahlin with Tlag. Source: Silva 
et. al

where R2 is coefficient of determination

AIC Akaike information criterium, MSC measure system correlation

Model T = 25 °C pH = 5.5 T = 25 °C pH = 8.5 T = 25 °C pH = 5.5

Nanofibers
Korsmeyer–Peppas k 12.28 11.13 20.67

n 0.09 0.09 0.05
R2 0.93 0.96 0.93
AIC 99.44 80.16 114.88
MSC 1.85 2.37 1.34

Korsmeyer–Peppas withT lag k 12.63 11.36 21.03
n 0.09 0.09 0.05
Tlag 2.00 3.00 2.00
R2 0.93 0.97 0.93
AIC 103.74 79.06 118.79
MSC 1.67 2.42 1.19

Films
Peppas–Sahlin k1 0.53 1.02 2.21

k2 0.01 0.00 −0.03
m 0.45 0.45 0.45
R2 0.95 0.96 0.97
AIC 138.33 128.64 132.86
MSC 2.52 2.86 3.18

Peppas–Sahlin with Tlag k1 0.54 1.03 2.24
k2 0.01 0.00 -0.03
m 0.45 0.45 0.45
Tlag 3.00 3.00 3.00
R2 0.95 0.97 0.98
AIC 139.77 128.92 129.94
MSC 2.46 2.84 3.30
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of tryptophan released, but it is not a statistically rel-
evant amount. The same behavior was observed with 
the increase of pH in zein/tryptophan films. Regarding 
nanofibers, the same behavior was observed in relation to 
temperature, however, the increase in pH led to a slightly 
lower amount of tryptophan released, but it was not yet a 
relevant statistical difference. A higher release rate of tryp-
tophan was observed in zein nanofibers compared to zein 
films. This higher release rate of the amino acid is due to 
the high surface area of the zein nanofibers.

Evaluating the proposed mathematical models and 
observing the constants present in Table 1, there is differ-
ent mechanisms of tryptophan release for the films and 
nanofibers The film fits well with Peppas–Sahlin models 
and the nanofibers fit well with the Korsmeyer–Peppas 
models.

In the Korsmeyer–Peppas models, the value of n 
characterizes the release mechanism of tryptophan for 
cylindric samples 0.45 ≤ n corresponds to a Fickian diffu-
sion mechanism, 0.45 < n < 0.89 to non-fickian transport, 
n = 0.89 to case II (relaxational) transport, and n > 0.89 
to super case II transport [32, 33]. The results of the 
Table 1indicate that the mechanism of release of tryp-
tophan molecules in nanofibers occurs strictly by Fickian 
diffusion governed by the difference in chemical poten-
tial between the inside of the zein nanofibers and the 
external aquatic environment. A diffusion mechanism 
has previously been reported from other groups work-
ing with zein nanofibers [20, 34]. Zein based matrices 
were previously reported to have release exponent less 
than 0.45 [35]. In this study, nanofibers had Fickian diffu-
sion (n < 0.1), and zein films showed polymer relaxation 
release mechanism  (k1 >  > k2). Based on these results, 
it can be proposed that zein nanofibers, which have 

high surface area show Fickian diffusion mechanism for 
tryptophan, while in zein films polymer relaxation is the 
dominant release mechanism. However this model can 
only be applied under certain conditions such as zein 
matrix geometry is cylindrical (nanofibers), water and 
drug diffusion coefficients vary as functions of water 
concentration, biopolymer dissolution is incorporated, 
and change in zein matrix volume is considered accord-
ing to Singhvi et al. [33].These results suggest that the 
tryptophan release from the zein nanofibers is through 
diffusion. Furthermore, it occurs due to the diffusion of 
the dissolution medium into the zein nanofibers, the 
dissolution medium solubilized the tryptophan and 
releases it slowly.

Fitting the release data of the tryptophan for the films, 
the Peppas–Sahlin constants  (k1 and  k2) may suggest 
the mechanism of release of tryptophan: if  k1 >  > k2 the 
release mechanism of the amino acid is controlled by the 
polymer relaxation. The fits of Peppas–Sahlin and Pep-
pas–Sahlin with  Tlag presented very small or negative  k2 
for films, indicating that this mechanism is controlled by 
relaxation of polymer chain. Finally, the release of tryp-
tophan from zein matrices occurs by different mecha-
nisms: in the case of nanofibers was observed Fickian 
diffusion and in the films was observed chain relaxation. 
This information on the release of tryptophan in aquatic 
environments with pH values of 5.5 and 8.5 and the 
temperatures of 25 and 35 °C is extremely important for 
tropical pisciculture, because these conditions are found 
in fish farming tanks in Brazil.

Table 2 shows the values of the in vitro digestibility test 
for the simulated fluid gastric and simulated fluid intestinal. 
The pH conditions adopted in the digestibility experiments 
are based on possible values found in the digestive system 

Table 2  In Vitro Digestibility test for the simulated gastric fluid and simulated intestinal fluid. Source: Silva et. al

Zein + Tryptophan flim Zein + Tryptophan nanofiber

pH Average weight SD Stastical test Average weight SD Average 
weight

Simulated gastric fluid
1.8 49.7 3.6 A 61.5 2.6 B
2.5 47.5 3.7 A 55.9 1.7 A
3.5 53.3 0.7 A 59.9 0.7 Ab

Zein + Tryptophan flim Zein + Tryptophan nanofiber

pH Average weight SD Stastical test Average weight SD Average 
weight

Simulated intestinal fluid
5.5 53.9 1.1 A 54.9 2.5 A
6.5 50.2 3.7 A 62.1 0.6 B
7.5 57.5 4.2 A 56.3 2.8 A
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of tropical fish [36–38]. It can be seen that zein/tryptophan 
nanofibers had a slight increase in tryptophan digestion in 
both gastric and intestinal fluid digests in most cases, com-
paring the same pH conditions [39]. This can be explained by 
the increased surface area in the nanofibers, which speeds 
up the release process [6, 40]. It was not possible to observe 
a relationship between the pH change and the amount of 
tryptophan released through the static tests [41]. In most 
cases, there was no statistical difference with the pH vari-
ation, which suggests that pH variation does not interfere 
with the amount of tryptophan digested.

4  Conclusion

Tryptophan encapsulated in a zein matrix at the micro- 
and nano-level was successfullly obtained by film casting 
and electrospinning processes, respectively. Compared 
to casting films, nanoencapsulation by the electrospin-
ning technique exhibited good morphology, highest 
surface area, and more homogeneous morphology. 
Electrospinning proved to have higher encapsulation 
efficacy than the film casting technology. The usage 
of zein as a carrier for tryptophan increases its release 
efficiency. In vitro simulated gastrointestinal stability 
studies showed that the release of encapsulated tryp-
tophan from nanofibers is faster than from films, due 
to the larger surface area interacting with the release 
medium. Thus bioaccessibility of tryptophan is higher 
for electrospun nanofiber than zein films. The results 
of the current study confirm some miscibility of tryp-
tophan and zein according to morphological, thermal, 
and spectroscopic used methods. Thus, electrospinning 
technology can be appropriated used to encapsulate 
the tryptophan in a zein matrix, providing a release 
with Korsmeyer–Peppas Kinect rates. The zein/trypto-
phan film demonstrated good performance in amino 
acid encapsulation and showed a good fit to the Pep-
pas–Sahlin model. This study clearly indicated that zein 
films and zein nanofibers can be potentially used in the 
controlled delivering system of tryptophan, being a 
potential for the use of this material in fish farming. Thus, 
the nanometric sizeand processing conditions play an 
important role in the release and digestibility of trypto-
phan. Thus, tryptophan encapsulation in the zein matrix 
at the nanoscale achieved by electrospinning provides 
better bioaccessibility.
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